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Abstract - In this paper, the integral cylindrical TLM method 
is used to determine an input impedance of a circular coax-fed 
patch antenna. Obtained input resistance and reactance are 
compared with results obtained using the integral TLM method 
in a rectangular grid, measured results and those calculated 
analytically based on the cavity model.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Microstrip patch antennas are, in a variety of forms, used in 
numerous wireless communication applications. A microstrip 
patch antenna consists of an arbitrarily shaped metallic 
conductor etched on a grounded dielectric substrate. The 
properties of the substrate and its height have a significant 
influence on the performance of the antenna. The antenna can 
be excited in several ways which determine the achievable 
impedance bandwidth, the purity and direction of the radiated 
fields, the efficiency of the antenna, the ease of manufacturing 
of the antenna and its robustness. One of the excitation 
methods is probe feeding, where a probe extends through the 
ground plane and is connected to the patch conductor, 
typically soldered to it. The probe or feeding pin is usually the 
inner conductor of a coaxial line (coaxial feed). The probe 
feeding is considered as the most efficient feed technique due 
to the direct contact with the antenna and due to isolation from 
the patch, thus minimizing a spurious radiation [1,2,3]. 

In order to ensure any antenna to operate efficiently the 
maximum transfer of a power between the feeding system and 
the antenna should be provided. It can be reached when the 
input impedance of the antenna is matched to that of the 
feeding source impedance [2-5]. Thus, for achieving the 
optimum performance, the accurate calculation of the input 
impedance of the antenna is of significant importance.  

For an analysis of microstrip antennas, there is a number of 
analytic/numerical methods proposed, which can be grouped 
as either approximate or full-wave techniques. The 
approximate techniques, such as one based on the cavity 
model [6], are useful in giving general trends of the patch 
antenna performance. These methods describe resonant 
frequency, input impedance, radiation pattern and bandwidth 
by simple equation design enabling efficient computation, and 

under certain conditions, can be relatively accurate. On the 
other hand, full-wave techniques, which are more complex 
and time consuming, give the most accurate results since they 
apply the Maxwell’s equations to the problem and ensure the 
boundary conditions associated with the structure are satisfied 
[4].  

The TLM method is a powerful and flexible numerical, 
full-wave method, and thus can play an important role in 
microwave circuits’ design [7]. It can be applied before 
prototyping to provide estimation of system behaviour, or 
after to find where the design could be improved.  In general, 
considering systems containing boundaries (internal or 
external), conducting structures (wires, microstrip etc.), and 
inhomogeneous media and losses it is of crucial importance to 
enable theirs accurate modelling. The TLM method enables 
all above features to be relevantly described, thanks to the 
development of various types of nodes and graded mesh [8 - 
10], possibility of defining desired boundary conditions 
through the reflection coefficient [5], and incorporating the 
compact wire model [11]. Typically, commercial software 
packages use the TLM method based on the rectangular grid 
irrespective of the structure geometry. However, for 
describing structures of cylindrical geometry, such as circular 
patch antennas, the orthogonal polar mesh [12] is found to be 
more convenient since it enables precise modelling of 
boundaries coinciding with the coordinate axes. Recently, the 
TLM method based on the HSCN node [13] in a cylindrical 
grid has been enhanced by incorporation of the compact wire 
model, resulting in the integral cylindrical TLM method  and 
corresponding self-written code 3DTLMcyl_cw [14]. 

The purpose of this paper is to perform calculation of the 
input impedance of a circular patch antenna, as well as the 
optimum feed position determination, using the integral 
cylindrical TLM method. The input impedance of the 
considered circular patch antenna has been also calculated 
according to the simulations carried out in the TLM solver 
based on the rectangular grid. An analytical calculation of the 
input impedance of the given antenna, based on the cavity 
model [6, 15], improved to account for the location of the 
probe [16], has been also performed using the self-written 
MATLAB code. Numerical and analytic results are compared 
with the input impedance obtained from the measurement of 
the fabricated antenna in order to illustrate advantage of using 
the integral cylindrical TLM method for circular structures. 

II. CALCULATING THE INPUT IMPEDANCE 
The equivalent circuit of a coax-fed microstrip patch 

antenna, with the feed presented by an equivalent reactance, 
Xf, is shown in Fig. 1 [2]. In general, the input impedance, 
Zin,patch, of the patch antenna is complex and it includes both a 
resonant and a non-resonant part. Both the real and imaginary 
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parts of the impedance vary as a function of frequency and 
exhibit symmetry about the resonant frequency. The reactance 
at resonance is equal to the average of sum of its maximum 
value and its minimum value [2].  

The input impedance of the antenna can be controlled by 
varying the location of the feed from a high value when the 
probe is located close to the edge, to a low value when the 
probe is positioned near the centre [4]. At the resonant 
frequency it becomes resistive with zero or small input 
reactance. Since the input impedance is dependent on the 
location of the probe, an accurate determination of the input 
impedance of the antenna, and hence prediction of the 
optimum feed location, is important to provide the impedance 
matching between the feed and the radiating patch. 

 
Fig. 1. Equivalent circuit of a probe-fed circular patch antenna 

A. The Cavity Model 

According to the cavity model the circular microstrip 
antenna can be considered as a resonant cavity represented by 
a single resonant parallel R-L-C circuit, for a single isolated 
mode, as presented in Fig. 1. 

The input impedance near the resonance is given by [17] 
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where rfff /=  is the normalized frequency, Q is the 
quality factor associated with system losses, ( )ρrR  is the 
input resistance at resonance (resonance resistance), ρ  is the 
distance of the probe from the patch centre and Xf is the feed 
reactance which accounts for the reactance contributed by the 
feed for the probe-fed microstrip patch antenna. The feed 
reactance is given by Harrington’s expression [18] 
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where η  is the intrinsic impedance of the medium, k is the 
wave number, and d is the diameter of the probe. However, 
since an accurate estimation of the feed reactance significantly 
depends on the location of the probe, the Harrington’s value, 
for a circular patch, should be multiplied with a new function 
given as [16] 
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where a is the radius of the patch. Thus, the feed reactance for 
the circular patch can be calculated as 
 

 ( ) ( ) ( )ρρ ', FfXfX ff ⋅= . (6) 

B. The TLM Method 

To calculate the input impedance of the patch antenna using 
the TLM method the reflection coefficient has to be 
determined. Following the experimental approach that use an 
inner conductor of a coaxial guide as a probe, numerical 
characterization of EM field can be done by using the wire 
model for describing the inner conductor, introducing wire 
ports at the interface between wire probes and metallizations 
and calculating the scattering matrix. A model of the wire port 
incorporating, in general, a source voltage gV  and  impedance 

gR  is shown in Fig.2. The TLM wire node defined at the wire 

port gives a wire current 1I , as an output of the TLM 
simulation which can be used to calculate the S11 parameter, 
representing the reflection coefficient at the wire port. The 
wire port voltage 1V  can be expressed in terms of real source 
parameters gV  and gR  as follows [19] 

 11 IRVV gg −= ,  (7) 
where gR  is equal to the characteristic impedance 0Z  of the 
port. 

 
Fig. 2. Equivalent circuit of the TLM wire port 

According to the expressions for incident and reflected 
voltage pulses at the wire port the reflection coefficient at the 
port can be determined as [19] 
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When the reflection coefficient is determined the input 
impedance can be calculated from the following expression 
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III. NUMERICAL RESULTS 
A coax-fed microstrip circular patch antenna is fabricated 

on FR4 substrate with relative permittivity εr = 4.2, loss 
tangent tan δ = 0.02 and thickness h = 1.5 mm (Fig.3). The 
radius of the circular patch is a = 20 mm, whereas the radius 
of the substrate and ground plane is 30mm. The antenna is fed 
from a coaxial probe of diameter d0 = 0.5 mm positioned at a 
distance ρ = 4.5 mm from the patch centre.  

The TLM model of the given microstrip antenna consists of 
a circular patch with the coaxial feed probe, inserted through 
the substrate, between the patch and the ground plane. The 
feed probe is excited with the source of Vg = 1V and Rg = 50Ω 
through the TLM wire port. Connection of both ends of the 
probe to teh perfectly conducting metal plates, used to 
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describe the patch and the ground plane, is modelled by 
reflection coefficient equal to -1.. Due to handling with an 
open-boundary problem, the modelled region has been 
extended for 50% of the largest antenna dimension with the 
boundaries described by absorbing walls. A modelling process 
has been carried out by applying the TLM non-uniform 
networks in both cylindrical and rectangular grid with node 
spacing in the air filled area of 1mm. To maintain the time 
synchronization in the scattering process, the substrate is 
modelled by the network of nodes that are rε  times smaller 
than nodes describing the air in the air-filled area.  

 

      

a)     b) 
Fig. 3. Geometry of the circular coax-fed patch antenna,  

b) experimental model 

Simulations have been conducted using the integral 
cylindrical TLM method for the position of the feed probe 
corresponding to the experimental model ( mm5.4=ρ ). 
Obtained results of S11 parameter and input impedance are 
compared with corresponding measured values in Figs. 4 and 
5. These figures also show results obtained using the 
conventional TLM method in a rectangular grid as well as 
calculated by the cavity model explained previously. As can 
be seen, the input impedance calculated using the integral 
TLM cylindrical method shows the best agreement with the 
measurements compared to the cavity model and TLM 
method in the rectangular grid. 

Since for the given feed position ρ=4.5 mm the fabricated 
antenna does not give minimum S11 parameter at the operating 
frequency, further simulations have been carried out for 
various positions of the feed probe in order to assess the 
optimum position providing the matching between the input 
impedances of the antenna and the feed probe.  

 
Fig. 4. S11 parameter of the circular coax-fed patch antenna for ρopt = 

4.5mm  

 
a) 

 
b) 

Fig. 5. Input impedance of a circular patch antenna for ρ = 4.5mm: a) 
resistance, b) reactance 

 

The obtained results, representing return loss versus the 
normalized feed position, are illustrated in Fig. 6. Obviously, 
the optimum feed position is found to be ρopt=7.5mm. Fig. 7. 
shows the input resistance changes by varying the position of 
the feed probe. When the optimum feed position has been 
established, simulations have been conducted using both 
meshes to obtain the reflection coefficient (Fig. 8) and to 
calculate the input impedance for this position (Fig. 9). In 
addition, S11 parameter of the antenna has been measured for 
the optimum feed position. As can be seen from Fig. 8, an 
excellent agreement has been achieved between results 
simulated in the cylindrical grid and measurements. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

This paper presents calculation of the input impedance of a 
circular patch antenna configuration using the TLM approach 
based on the cylindrical grid and enhanced with the compact 
wire model. Results in terms of the input resistance and 
reactance have shown better agreement with measurements in 
comparison to those determined using the TLM method in a 
rectangular grid and those calculated using the cavity model. 
According to the input impedance obtained for variable feed 
position, it has been found what feed position would give the 
best impedance matching between the antenna and the feed. 
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Fig. 6. S11 parameter versus normalized feed position Fig. 8. S11 parameter of the circular coax-fed patch antenna for ρopt = 

7.5mm 

  
Fig. 7. Input resistance of a circular patch antenna for different probe 

position 
Fig. 9. Real and imaginary part of the input impedance at 

ρopt = 7.5mm 
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